
Hulu Said to Begin Sending  
Invites for Beta Test of Live TV
Hulu has reportedly sent out a wave of beta invites for a new virtual MVPD service 
that’s expected to debut sometime in Q1. 

Cord Cutters News estimates that fewer than 100 invites have been sent, and 
that the version of the app being tested will look much different than the one that will 
launch commercially.

Hulu has set up a teaser site for the new live TV service, which will also support a sizable video-on-demand 
library and a set of personalization features.

The company demonstrated the service at the recent CES confab in Las Vegas. Speaking at the Citi 
Technology, Media and Telecommunications Conference, also held in Sin City, Hulu CEO Mike Hopkins said 
the new service will cost less than $40 per month and include Hulu’s $8-per-month subscription video-on- 
demand service (the version with limited ads) and access to a cloud DVR.

Hulu has not announced which devices it will support out of the blocks, but Cord Cutters News noted that 
people interested in the beta test will require an Apple TV and an Android or iOS device.

Hulu’s SVOD service already supports a wide range of devices, including Roku players, the Google Chrome-
cast, Apple TV, PS4, PS3, Wii, Wii U, Xbox 360 and Xbox One consoles, web browsers, Amazon Fire TV, 
TiVo DVRs, certain Android TV devices, smart televisions from Samsung, LG Electronics, Sony and Vizio, 
the PS Vita, and Amazon Kindle Fire tablets, among others.

For more of this blog, visit broadcastingcable.com/Jan23.
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VIDEOPHILE 
MAKING A SOCIAL 
TV CONNECTION  
Cable networks and other programmers 
continue to craft distribution and marketing 
strategies around social media, and for good 
reason—that’s increasingly where a sizable por-
tion of their audiences are spending their time. 

Nielsen’s just-released 2016 Social Media 
Report found that nearly 177 million U.S. 
adults “engaged” with a social platform on a 
smartphone in Q3 of last year. Adult women 
spent about 25% of their weekly total “media 
time,” about 6 hours and 33 minutes, on social. And while 81% of engagement with TV-related Tweets originated 
from the audience, 19% came by way of owned content. —JB

SOURCE:  2016 Social Media Report
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TECH TWEETS
“Today’s To-Do List Stay away from lakes… Cabins… 
Woods... Men in masks…”
—DirecTV Now (@directvnow), tweeting about scary movie topics on Friday, Jan. 13.

“Actually, you should add @directvnow to that list of things  
to stay away from! Try @Sling instead!” 
—Roger Lynch (@RogerLynch), Sling TV CEO, in a trolling response to the tweet from 
the rival OTT-TV service

“It was a big  
and contentious 

discussion.” 
—Mark Zuckerberg, Facebook CEO,  

in court testimony Jan. 17 about the company’s 
relatively fast vetting process behind its 

$2 billion acquisition of VR startup Oculus 
in 2014. “Until the end, we weren’t certain,” 
Zuckerberg added in testimony given as part 

of a lawsuit filed against Facebook by ZeniMax, 
which claims that Oculus execs stole the 

company’s intellectual property. 

NUMBER

170+
The number of Fox affiliates 

that will take advantage of an 
option to deliver local ads into 
Fox’s free, non-authenticated 
live stream of Super Bowl LI 
on Feb. 5. Fox will stream 

the game via its Fox Sports 
Go app for iOS and Android 
tablets, at FoxSportsGo.com 

and via a range of TV-
connected platforms. 

Jeff Baumgartner
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